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Essay on the Origin of Languages is an essay by Jean-Jacques Rousseau published posthumously in Rousseau had
meant to publish the essay in a .

In this way, the organization of musical works reflected the hierarchies present in the physical structures of
sound. Philosophersâ€”like, for example, Kantâ€”thought that the organization of society ought to reflect the
naturally-given organization of bodies. In the later chapters, this relation is also discussed in terms of music, in
ways that resonate with observations that Rousseau makes in his Letter on French Music. The same general
epistemic framework is present in both classical tonality and classically liberal political theory. Affect not
immediate or natural; Rousseau thinks there are no affects in the state of Nature. Rousseau pretty much scoffs
at the very idea: cultural discoursesâ€”like language or scienceâ€”shape the very physical phenomena they
purport to merely observe. The colder climates of the north, however, stripped language of its passionate
characteristic, distorting it to the present rational form. Similarly, Enlightenment concepts of race and gender
also grounded social hierarchies in supposedly natural ones. With an introduction that provides historical
background, traces the development of Rousseau's musical theory, and shows that these writings are not an
isolated part of his oeuvre but instead are animated by the same "system," this volume fashions a much-needed
portal through which literary scholars, musicologists, historians, and political theorists can enter into an
important but hitherto overlooked chamber of Rousseau's vast intellectual palace. Rousseau writes that
language as well as the human race developed in southern warm climates and then migrated northwards to
colder climates. Rousseau is warning that the Enlightenment is a cultural formation that distances us from
precisely what civilization gives usâ€”passion, convention which is what animals lack. Passionsâ€”social and
affective needs arising from intersubjective relationsâ€”are the origin of spoken language; they are catalyzed
by social pressures. His ideas on the art and about the art are fertile, inexhaustible. So why should anyone
other than Rousseau scholars care about this? But what Rousseau does is show that this type of reasoning, this
epistemic framework, also grounds Enlightenment tonality. Next comes Asian ones, and African ones are last.
Tonality abstracts a system of musical organization from a particular interpretation of acoustics, namely, the
overtone series. Scott says "most clearly displays the juncture between Rousseau's musical theory and his
major philosophical works," with a comprehensive selection of the musical writings. In its inception, language
was musical and had emotional power as opposed to rational persuasion. What is the standard or measuring
device? So that regardless of whether one inquires into the origin of the arts or studies the earliest morals
everything is seen to be related in its principle to the means by which men provide for their subsistence, and it
is for those among these means that unite men, they are a function of the climate and the nature of the soil.
Voices, however, have to be trained. Table of Contents. Comparing sound to light, Rousseau uses a prism as a
metaphor for the overtone series: Here you have the resolution of light, the primary colors, their relations, their
proportions, the true principles of the pleasure you derive from painting. In other words, Rousseau thinks
Rameau attributes to natureâ€”to the relationships among sound frequenciesâ€”a power that is actually
cultural. Rousseau is not using geography to ground a hierarchy of bodiesâ€”geography compels people to
respond to it, and its these responses that are different. In this text, Rousseau lays out a narrative of the
beginnings of language, using a similar literary form as the Second Discourse. All this mysterious talk about
drawing, representation, shape is pure imposture on the part of French painters who think that with their
imitations they can arouse I know not what movements in the soul, then it is well known that there are only
sensations. Each tone is composed of a fundamental tone, the main pitch, and a series of decreasingly intense
loud harmonics. These harmonics sound at an octave above the original tone, a fifth above that, a fourth above
that, and so on. As this format closely adheres to that of the Second Discourse, some have discussed whether
one account ought to be read as more authoritative than the other. Kant also uses geographic differences as the
basis of what, in his work, is racial difference. One Response. They are contingent, manufactured methods of
addressing problems. The savage is a hunter, the barbarian a herdsman, civil man a tiller of the soil.
Passionâ€”the need for help, the need for loveâ€”is social responsiveness, not bodily immediacy it is bodily,
just mediated. In the Essay, there are three states of man considered in relation to society. So, Rousseau helps
us understand the relationship between ways of thinking about music, musical practices, and ways of thinking
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about politics and political practices. In the preface to this would-be volume, Rousseau wrote that the Essay
was originally meant to be included in the Discourse on Inequality , but was omitted because it "was too long
and out of place". Many of the latter are responses to authors like Rameau, Grimm, and Raynal, and a unique
feature of this edition is the inclusion of writings by these authors to help establish the historical and
ideological contexts of Rousseau's writings and the intellectual exchanges of which they are a part. As I
mentioned earlier, Kant engages in precisely the sort of reasoning-from-nature that Rousseau is critiquing
here. However, because we have complicated social needs and desires, we speak, we communicate with our
voices.


